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26Viable tumor cells actively release vesicles into the peripheral circulation and other biologic fluids, which
27exhibit proteins and RNAs characteristic of that cell. Our group demonstrated the presence of these extra-
28cellular vesicles of tumor origin within the peripheral circulation of cancer patients and proposed their
29utility for diagnosing the presence of tumors and monitoring their response to therapy in the 1970s.
30However, it has only been in the past 10 years that these vesicles have garnered interest based on the
31recognition that they serve as essential vehicles for intercellular communication, are key determinants
32of the immunosuppressive microenvironment observed in cancer and provide stability to tumor-derived
33components that can serve as diagnostic biomarkers. To date, the clinical utility of extracellular vesicles
34has been hampered by issues with nomenclature and methods of isolation. The term ‘‘exosomes’’ was
35introduced in 1981 to denote any nanometer-sized vesicles released outside the cell and to differentiate
36them from intracellular vesicles. Based on this original definition, we use ‘‘exosomes’’ as synonymous
37with ‘‘extracellular vesicles.’’ While our original studies used ultracentrifugation to isolate these vesicles,
38we immediately became aware of the significant impact of the isolation method on the number, type,
39content and integrity of the vesicles isolated. In this review, we discuss and compare the most commonly
40utilized methods for purifying exosomes for post-isolation analyses. The exosomes derived from these
41approaches have been assessed for quantity and quality of specific RNA populations and specific marker
42proteins. These results suggest that, while each method purifies exosomal material, there are pros and
43cons of each and there are critical issues linked with centrifugation-based methods, including co-isolation
44of non-exosomal materials, damage to the vesicle’s membrane structure and non-standardized para-
45meters leading to qualitative and quantitative variability. The down-stream analyses of these resulting
46varying exosomes can yield misleading results and conclusions.
47� 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.
48
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50

51 1. Introduction

52 Our group previously demonstrated the release of 50–200 nm
53 membranous vesicles by tumor cells into their extracellular envi-
54 ronment [1], which have been referred to as exosomes, microvesi-
55 cles or extracellular vesicles depending on specific characteristics,
56 including size, composition and biogenesis pathway. Since our ori-
57 ginal demonstration, the release of vesicles has since been demon-
58 strated multiple cell types and systems. In cancer patients, these
59 nanometer-sized vesicles released by tumor cells accumulate in
60 biologic fluids, including blood, urine, ascites, and pleural fluids
61 [2]. These cell-derived vesicles exhibit an array of proteins, lipids
62 and nucleic acids derived from the originating tumor. These

63tumor-derived exosomes not only represent a central mediator of
64the tumor microenvironment, but their presence in the peripheral
65circulation may serve as a surrogate for tumor biopsies, enabling
66non-invasive diagnosis and real-time disease monitoring [3].
67Although the release of exosomes occurs in other types of cells
68under specific physiological conditions, the increased release of
69vesicles and their accumulation appear to be important in the
70malignant transformation process. Recently, circulating vesicles
71from normal individuals, patients with benign ovarian disease
72and patients with ovarian cancer have been investigated using
73the Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis system (Nanosight) [4]. The
74presence of circulating vesicular materials was demonstrated in
75all individuals; however, ovarian cancer patients exhibit
76approximately 3–4-fold more vesicular material. In these cancer
77patients, the size range of these vesicles was between 50 and
78250 nm, with the major peak at 98–99 nm (Fig. 1). The identifica-
79tion of specific tumor-derived vesicles using fluorescent-label
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80 antibody against tumor markers, indicate that, even in advanced
81 stage patients, only approximately 10% of the total exosomes are
82 tumor-derived; the remainder of the increased vesicles are likely
83 the result of the host response to the tumor. Some of the enhanced
84 exosome numbers derived from the host’s response to the tumor
85 appears to be derived from immune cells (Fig. 2).
86 These circulating vesicles have been identified by various terms,
87 including high molecular weight complexes, membrane fragments,
88 exosomes, microvesicles, microparticles, and extracellular vesicles,
89 as well as by functional names. The term ‘‘exosome’’ was coined in
90 1981 for ‘‘exfoliated membrane vesicles with 50-nucleotidase activ-
91 ity’’ [5]. This term, ‘‘exosome,’’ originated from the discovery of
92 neoplastic cell line-derived exfoliated vesicles, which mirrored
93 the 50-nucleotidase activity of the parent cells [5]. In ovarian cancer
94 patients, these tumor-derived exosomes were found to express

95molecular markers that were linked with tumor plasma mem-
96branes, including placental type alkaline phosphatase and mdr-1
97[6–8]; however, proteins not generally associated with plasma
98membranes, such as p53, GRP78 and nucleophosmin, have also
99been identified with these circulating vesicles [9,10]. These find-
100ings emphasize the aberrant sorting of components into exosomes
101in cancer and may differentiate cancer vesicles from their normal
102counterparts.
103Several years after these early characterizations of exosomes
104from tumor cells, two groups studying maturation in cultured
105reticulocytes (sheep [11] and rat [12]) examined vesicles released
106via the canonical pathway upon multi-vesicular endosome fusion
107with the cell surface. The vesicles were isolated by ultracentrifuga-
108tion and the pelleted vesicles were found to contain the transferrin
109receptor that was also found in native reticulocytes [13]. These
110reports proposed that this represented a mechanism for the
111elimination of certain cellular components as the reticulocytes
112matured and differentiated. These investigators ‘‘re-defined’’ these
113cell-derived vesicles as ‘‘exosomes’’ to differentiate them from ‘‘en-
114dosomes.’’ The disparate natures of these studies are reflected in
115the various names that were proposed and which are still used
116to identify the cell surface-released and endocytic vesicles of dif-
117ferent origins. It is of note that these reticulocyte studies (11–13)
118were exclusively in vitro and based on normal cell types, undergo-
119ing a specific differentiation pathway. Likewise, the characteristics
120currently used to define ‘‘microvesicles’’ were derived from studies
121on normal B cells in vitro and may not translate to vesicles derived
122from other cell types, particularly tumor cells [14]. While many
123investigators use these restrictive definitions for cell-derived vesi-
124cles without understanding their origin, significant overlap exists
125between structures identified as ‘‘exosomes’’ and ‘‘microvesicles,’’
126in terms of size, markers, cargoes and function, particularly in
127the context of transformed cells. Within the circulation, it may
128not be possible to differentiate 50–100 nm ‘‘exosomes’’ from 50
129to 200 nm ‘‘microvesicles.’’ Investigators have attempted to define
130exosomes versus microvesicles, based on size (30–100-nm lipid
131bilayer vesicles), density (1.12–1.19 g/ml) and expression of speci-
132fic biomarkers (including tetraspanins) [15].
133Using the Nanosight in fluorescent mode to analyze culture-
134derived tumor vesicles, we have demonstrated the presence of
135‘‘exosome specific’’ markers on vesicles over the entire 50–

Fig. 1. Distribution of total vesicles in serum of a patient with stage III adenocar-
cinoma of the ovary. Serum was centrifuged at 400�g for 10 min and this resulting
supernatant was centrifuged at 15,000�g for 15 min. The supernatant was then
diluted 1:4 in PBS and analyzed using a Nanosight NS300 in light scatter mode. The
Nanoparticle tracking analysis software defined the number and size range of the
vesicles within the sample, plotting the particle size versus relative intensity versus
number.

Fig. 2. Total exosomes were isolated from the serum of a normal female control and an ovarian cancer patient by size exclusion chromatography. Specific exosome
populations from immune cells were isolated from each serum by immunoaffinity capture using immobilized antibodies against CD14, CD3, CD45, and CD19. The number of
exosomes obtained with each antibody was determined using the Nanosight NS300 in light scatter mode.
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